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Senate Majority to Pass Legislation Strengthening
Protections for Animals
(Albany, NY) The Senate Democratic Majority today will advance legislation to improve the
health and safety of domestic animals, building on the Conference’s continued advocacy for
animal welfare. This package will establish a ban on the sale of puppy mill animals, ban the sale
of cosmetic products tested on animals, better define the crime of aggravated cruelty to animals,
and prevent insurance companies from discriminating against homeowners based on the breed of
dog that they own. Additionally, this bill package will require veterinarians to notify owners in
writing of any and all side effects of prescribed medications, require landlords to inspect vacated
properties to ensure no animals were left abandoned. This bill package will also ban the
importation, transportation and possession of certain African wildlife species and products by
enacting the "Big Five African Trophies Act.”
Majority Leader Andrea Stewart-Cousins said, “Our pets are like family to many of us, but
unfortunately, there remain bad actors who abuse and abandon animals in harsh conditions. As
Senate Majority Leader, I have emphasized the importance of animal welfare and how it reflects
who we are as a society. This comprehensive package is necessary to combat the mistreatment,
neglect, and abuse of domestic animals. These bills also promote the proper care and
consideration that animals deserve. I commend the bill sponsors, and we will continue to pass
common-sense legislation to keep our animal friends out of harm’s way.”
The legislation being passed by the Senate Majority includes:




Ban On Manufacture and Sale of Animal Tested Cosmetics: This bill, S.4839B,
sponsored by Senator Alessandra Biaggi, prohibits the sale of cosmetics that have been
tested on animals. The sale or manufacture of such products will be punishable by a fine
amounting up to but no more than $5,000 for the first violation, and no more than $1,000
per day if the offense continues.
Clarifies Aggravated Cruelty to Animals: This bill, S.960, sponsored by Senator Liz
Krueger, eliminates the word “serious” from the “serious physical injury” language of
the crime of aggravated cruelty to animals, to ensure appropriate penalties when a person
intends to cause extreme physical pain to an animal, even if the animal makes a full
recovery.











Abandoned Animal Property Inspections: This bill, S.4081A, sponsored by Senator
Michelle Hinchey, requires landlords of vacated properties to inspect the property for
abandoned animals within three days if they knew or should have known that the
property had been vacated.
Puppy Mill Sales Ban: This bill, S.1130, sponsored by Senator Michael Gianaris,
prohibits the sale of dogs, cats, and rabbits by retail pet shops. By creating a barrier
against the puppy mill supply chain, the bill encourages pet shops to partner with local
animal shelters to showcase animals available for adoption.
Insurance Discrimination by Dog Breed: This bill, S.8315A, sponsored by Senator
Michael Gianaris, bars insurance companies from excluding, limiting, restricting, or
reducing coverage on an insurance policy for homeowners’ based on the breed of dog
they own.
Veterinarian Drug Information: This bill, S.1289B, sponsored by Senator John Brooks,
requires veterinarians to provide more information to animal owners regarding the drugs
dispensed to an animal. Such information includes the name and description of the drug,
the directions for use, actions to be taken in the event of a missed dose, instructions for
proper storage, any common reasonably anticipated adverse effects associated with the
use of such drug, and manufacturer precautions and relevant warnings.
Big Five African Trophies Act: This bill, S.2814, sponsored by Senator Luis Sepulveda,
bans the importation, transportation, and possession of certain African wildlife species
and products. The five species include lions, leopards, elephants, black and white rhinos,
and giraffes. All five species are facing extinction due to illegal poaching and trade.

Bill sponsor, Senate Deputy Leader Michael Gianaris said, “With so many good animals in
need of rescue, there is no need for puppy mills that abuse animals to supply pet stores. Our fourlegged companions should be treated with respect, not like commodities. I am pleased this
important proposal continues to build momentum in the legislature.”
Bill sponsor, Senator Alessandra Biaggi said, “To countless New Yorkers, animals serve as a
member of the family providing us with unconditional love and support. No animal should ever
face abuse or unsafe conditions –– and this package of legislation makes it clear that New
Yorkers will not tolerate their mistreatment. I am proud to sponsor the New York Cruelty Free
Cosmetics Act to prevent products tested on animals from being sold in New York State and
want to thank Majority Leader Andrea Stewart-Cousins for advancing these important bills.”
Bill sponsor, Senator John Brooks said, “For most of us, our pets are members of our families
and when they are sick or in pain, we want to know as much as possible about possible
treatments and their consequences. Since veterinarians are already provided this information, it
would seem to be common sense to advise pet owners as to all potential side effects of
prescribed medications. With the passage of Bouy’s Law we are making this a legal requirement
so that more informed decisions can be made and potential tragedies averted.”
Bill sponsor, Senator Michelle Hinchey said, “As Chair of the Senate Agriculture Committee, I
am proud to join my colleagues in advancing a suite of legislation, passed out of committee
earlier this year, to improve animal welfare across New York State including legislation I
sponsor to find companion animals abandoned on vacated properties. Animals should not have to

suffer because of their owners’ thoughtless actions and my bill ensures that once a tenant or
homeowner moves, their residence is inspected within three days of departure so that no animal
is left behind. Animal neglect has no place in our society, and I’m glad to do my part to prevent
needless suffering and create a safer New York for our companion animals.”
Bill sponsor, Senator Liz Krueger said, “Our society can be judged in part by the way we treat
the animals in our care. It's just common sense that if you set out to cause extreme physical pain
to an animal, that counts as 'cruelty,' and you should get more than a slap on the wrist. I thank my
colleagues for passing this bill today, and standing up for the needs of vulnerable animals."
Bill sponsor, Senator Luis Sepulveda said, “As the proud sponsor of Bill S.2814, which
protects five species of African wildlife animals, and in support of other colleagues' bills in the
legislature, I want to present my strong support for the animal safety package bills. Our society
must move to dignified behaviors when it comes to the treatment of animals, as this should be
the goal of any society. From the way we treat and coexist with other species for our survival to
our loving and personal relationship with the animals that are part of our family, it is a human
duty to treat them in a dignified, sustainable and responsible manner.”
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